
LAY CATHOLICS OPT FOR CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY 
 

Eighty leaders of Southern Africa (who represent over three million lay Catholics) 
met in October 1990. Under the theme of “empowering the People of God”, a central 

resolution that received unanimous support focused on the need to establish “truly 
representative lay structures that are accountable to their constituencies” at parish, 

regional and diocesan levels. 
 

In the midst of a struggle for a new South Africa it became clear that delegates were 
committed to renewing their church. Participants spent considerable time exploring 
the role of the church in the negotiations process and resolved “to run awareness 
programmes at local levels” which would better enable “parishioners to promote 
gospel values in political organisations working for justice and peace.” 
 
A further aim in these programmes was to engender a spirit of political tolerance”. 
Although the responses of delegates (after consultations in dioceses) showed that 
political opinion in the church ranges from the Pac to the CP, the spirit in which 
debate was conducted in fact reflected unity in diversity. While all delegates 
expressed the concern that negotiations should not happen above heads of the people 
and insisted that “all South Africans should be involved in determining the new 
constitution”, there was considerable debate as to how this could ensue. While NP and 
Inkatha supporters expressed the need for a protection of minorities, approximately 
two-thirds of the delegates, voted to include the clause “Believing: the best way to 
ensure that this happens is to opt for a constituent assembly”. 
 
Little progress 
A resolution that received a great deal of support expressed “concern at the continuing 
discrimination against women in the church”, and resolved “to encourage the 
formation of structures that will ensure the empowerment of women”. Finally the 
vision of church “as a community at the service of the world” was re-emphasised in 
spite of the recognition that “in many dioceses there has been little progress towards 
this vision”. 
 
Here, instead of complaining about the clergy’s apparent lack of interest, the lay-
leaders unanimously resolved to recognise their own calling through baptism and “to 
build Small Christian Communities, including Renew programmes, as in urgent 
priority. 


